
EXERCISES MATH 202C - Third Assignment1. Let E(m)r be the elementary symmetri funtion of degree r in variables x1; x2; :::xm�1; xm+1; ::: xN , for 1 � m � N . Let K = ((�1)N�iE(m)N�i)1�i;m�N . Let � =(�1; :::; �N ) 2 NN , and let the matries A�, H� be de�ned by A� = (x�ij ), H� =(H�i�N+j) (with Hr = 0 for r < 0 and H0 = 1). Show that A� = H�K. Here are afew hints:(a) Show that QNi=1(1+xit) =Pr Ertr, with the Er being the elementary symmetrifuntions.(b) Let E(m)(t) =QNi=1;i6=m(1+xit) =PN�1r=0 E(m)r tr and let H(t) =Qi(1�xit)�1 =P1r=0Hrtr. Calulate H(t)E(m)(�t) in two di�erent ways to prove the laim.() Calulate det H�, detK and detA�, with � = (N � i)i, as usual2. (a) Prove the formula S� = det(H�i�i+j), with the number of rows and olumns ofthe matrix equal to the number of rows of �.(b) Let ! be the automorphism of symmetri polynomials in variables x1; :::; xNde�ned by !(Er) = Hr, 1 � r � N . Calulate !(S�). (Hint: Use the Pieri formulaand indution).() Find a formula whih expresses the Shur funtion S� via a determinant in theelementary symmetri funtions Er similar to the one in (a) and prove it.Remark: The formulas in (a) and () are usually alled Jaobi-Trudi formulas. Shurfuntions were �rst disovered by Jaobi, while Shur reognized their importane forgroup representations.3. Let f = xy2 � x, f1 = xy + 1 and f2 = y2 � 1.(a) Do division with remainder, �rst dividing f by f1 and then by f2.(b) Do the same with f1 and f2 interhanged. Compare.4. (a) Let f be an irreduible polynomial over the �eld k in one variable x (i.e. f annot be written as f = gh with both g and h polynomials of degree � 1). Show that if~f 62 hfi, the ideal generated by f , then hf; ~fi = k[x℄.(b) Let now f 2 k[x℄ be arbitrary, and lethfi � I1 � I2 � :::be a sequene of ideals, with strit inequalities. Show that this sequene has to be�nite.5. Calulate all tableaux of shape [3,1,1℄ in the letters 1,2,3 (i.e. �llings whih are stritlyinreasing in olumns and weakly inreasing in rows). Chek this with the dimensionformula for the Gl(3)-module V[3;1;1℄ and with its deomposition as a Gl(2)-module.


